Dry: A Memoir

You may not know it, but youve met Augusten Burroughs. Youve seen him on the street, in
bars, on the subway, at restaurants: a twentysomething guy, nice suit, works in advertising.
Regular. Ordinary. But when the ordinary person had two drinks, Augusten was circling the
drain by having twelve; when the ordinary person went home at midnight, Augusten never
went home at all. Loud, distracting ties, automated wake-up calls and cologne on the tongue
could only hide so much for so long. At the request (well, it wasnt really a request) of his
employers, Augusten lands in rehab, where his dreams of group therapy with Robert Downey
Jr. are immediately dashed by grim reality of fluorescent lighting and paper hospital slippers.
But when Augusten is forced to examine himself, something actually starts to click and thats
when he finds himself in the worst trouble of all. Because when his thirty days are up, he has
to return to his same drunken Manhattan life - and live it sober. What follows is a memoir
thats as moving as it is funny, as heartbreaking as it is true. Dry is the story of love, loss, and
Starbucks as a Higher Power.
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None of the many readers of Burroughss mordant memoir debut, Running with Scissors,
would doubt that its entertainingly twisted author could manage, Find helpful customer
reviews and review ratings for Dry: A Memoir at . Read honest and unbiased product reviews
from our users.What follows is a memoir thats as moving as it is funny, as heartbreaking as it
is true. Dry is the story of love, loss, and Starbucks as a Higher Power.Listening to his book,
Dry: A Memoir, I was amazed how little AA has changed over the years. Even the Serenity
Prayer as remained a mainstay: God, Grant - Buy Dry: A Memoir book online at best prices in
India on Amazon.in. Read Dry: A Memoir book reviews & author details and more at
Amazon.in.Editorial Reviews. Review. Fans of Augusten Burroughss darkly funny memoir
Dry: A Memoir - Kindle edition by Augusten Burroughs. Download 72 quotes from Dry: Im
lonely. And Im lonely in some horribly deep way and for a flash of an instant, I can see just
how lonely, and how deep this feeDry: A Memoir by book review. Click to read the full
review of Dry: A Memoir in New York Journal of Books. Review written by Steve Adami.
Augusten Burroughss memoir, Dry, is an unflinching look at one alcoholics crooked journey
towards an unsure sobriety. Told in the first : Dry: A Memoir (Audible Audio Edition):
Augusten Burroughs, Macmillan Audio: Books.Find helpful customer reviews and review
ratings for Dry: A Memoir at . Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users. Buy Dry: A Memoir book online at best prices in India on Amazon.in. Read Dry: A Memoir
book reviews & author details and more at Amazon.in.Listen to Dry: A Memoir audiobook by
Augusten Burroughs. Stream and download audiobooks to your computer, tablet or mobile
phone. Bestsellers and latest The Tenth Anniversary Edition of the New York Times
bestselling book that has sold over half a million copies in paperback. I was addicted to
Bewitched as a Dry: A Memoir by Augusten Burroughs on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers.Dry: A Memoir [Augusten Burroughs] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The
Tenth Anniversary Edition of the New York Times bestselling : Dry: A Memoir
(9780312423797) by Augusten Burroughs and a great selection of similar New, Used and
Collectible Books available now at
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